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ROLE OF ANNA HAZARE FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT AND ELIMINATION OF CORRUPTION FROM INDIA
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ABSTRACT
Anna Hazare is a great Social and Reformer in India. The village developed by him Ralegaon Sidhi is a ideal village and others are following the parameters utilized for decorating the such village. Annaji is contributing his life for development and elimination of various social problems from Indian society. ‘Jan Lokpal’ is a unique movement started by Annaji. He also contributed and credit goes to him for modification adds implement action of Right to Information in India. He tried the best to reform and well established the India’s rural construction of rural society.
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INTRODUCTION
India is the country of rural society villages are full established and have unique culture and lifestyle. They have certain problems and hurdles are their life. Most of the social workers and reforms have contributed for development of society. Around 74% population of India is accommodated in Six Lakh villages. Annaji is one of the social reformer among other social workers. Annajis ideology and principles are related to Mahatma Gandhi Philosophy. That’s why in the age of globalization such thoughts are serving positively. Mahatma Fuley, Savitribai Fuley, Sant Gadgebaba, Tukdoji Maharaj etc have spent their whole life for service to the society. Educational they were not much more but their whole life for service to the society.

Educational they were not much more but their thought is so powerful and relevant. Due to the efforts of Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar marginal cast communities got place and chance of development.

ANNAJI ROLE FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Annaji is prince of rural development. There is a big list of work provided by Annaji for rural development in India.

Following are the some of contribution of Annaji –
1) Role and efforts correctness of Panchayat Raj System
2) Contribution of eradication of unwanted issues from rural society
3) Tanta Mukti Abhiyan in Villages
4) Seriousness about Family planning programme.
5) Cleaness drive (Swachh Bharat Abhiyan)
6) Modification and suggestions in political system.
7) Focus an Education system.
8) Peaceful life style and coordination adjustment.
9) Surveillance in moderation and globalization age.
10) Main active and positive role in movement of Jan Lokpal bill.
11) Movement Awareness creation about correction from India.
12) Kurabandi, Charabandi, Tanta Mukti ect.
ANNA HAZARE HAS SUGGESTED PLAN FOR COMPLETE DEVELOPMENT OF RURAL SOCIETY
1) Expansion of education in rural society.
2) Alert and avoidance of corruption from higher level to lower strata.
3) To ban on corruption in politics.
4) To stop the involvement of criminals in politics.
5) Effective political and administrative set up.
6) Utilization of science and technology for rural.

CONCLUSION
Annaji is a highly motivated towards the development of rural society. He believes that service to man is service to God. He is follower of Mahatma Gandhi and accepted the principles in his life. He knows the main social problems in Indian rural society and strictly, seriously trying to solve it with holistic approach. Many schemes, plans and activities started by him are relevant and applicable to establish the rural structure.

Therefore Annajis views about community development are the key of success.
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